
Save Money and the Planet Too!

TL Energy LED lighting solutions will provide tremendous energy cost 
savings and reduce your energy consumption and emissions by as much 
as 50-80%, when compared to conventional lighting. But the financial and 
ecological benefits don’t stop there. TL Energy LED lighting solutions are…

•	People Friendly – they’re mercury free, do not emit any harmful rays 
and run cool to the touch

•	Environmentally Friendly – they use less energy, do not contain 
toxic waste for easy recycling, and because of their long-life can 
significantly reduce landfills compared to conventional light bulbs 

•	Aesthetically Friendly – they produce better quality light, never jitter or 
vibrate, provide high luminous efficacy, and can be adjusted to warm/
white/cool temperatures

•	And – they virtually pay for themselves

In fact, TL Energy has a unique proposition for your facility that allows you 
to capitalize on all the advantages of LED lighting at virtually no cost. It’s 
clean, green and virtually free... a brilliant proposition only from TL Energy.

Trans-Lux Corporation has been leading the LED revolution for over 30 years. Now, under 
our recently formed division called TL Energy, we’re applying our global experience in LED 
technology to deliver a new alternative for business and commercial/industrial lighting. 

And we’re not just offering LED lighting – we’re delivering turnkey LED lighting programs 
complete with project management, survey configurations and engineering recommenda-
tions, rebates and incentives, removal and disposal of existing lighting, new LED light bulb 
installation, ongoing maintenance and support. It’s a complete package for a brighter future.
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a brilliant proposition
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A Brilliant Proposition

We are so confident that our TL Energy LED lighting solutions 
will help you to significantly reduce your energy expenses, we’ll 
work closely with you to foot the bill. It’s a unique end-to-end 
program. Here’s how it works…

•	Trans-Lux conducts a complete audit of your facility(ies) 
current lighting

•	Working with you we calculate your total energy expenditure 
for current lighting and provide an analysis that shows 
energy savings with TL Energy LED lighting 

•	Your LED lightbulb acquisition and revenue sharing model 
will be based on actual energy savings

•	TL Energy can finance the entire LED lighting installation if 
terms apply 

•	TL Energy removes and disposes all of the replaced 
lighting, provides all TL Energy LED lighting replacement 
products, and installs new LED lighting using International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW) whenever 
possible

Projected Energy Savings From Just One Hundred LED Bulbs

T8 Fluorescent Light Trans-Lux LED T8

Projected lifespan (hrs) 20,000 50,000

Power consumption (W) 36 16.3

Number of tubes 100 100

KWh of electricity used over 50,000 hrs 180,000 81,500

Cost of electricity (@ $0.12 per KWh) $21,600 $9,780

Replacement bulbs needed for 50k hours of use 3 0

Replacement bulbs cost ($) $3.00 $0.00

Total cost for 50k hours $21,600 $9,780

Energy savings over LED life Elimination of existing bulb replacements

$11,820 $900

CO2 savings (lbs) Environmental equivalent 
(mid size cars)

138,691 10

SO2 savings (lbs) Environmental equivalent 
(tons of coal)

551.6 15

TL Energy will manage the entire project, facilitate available 
rebates and incentives to maximize savings, and, along with 
our customers, help put many people to work.

Cost Savings Example 

In addition to the energy savings illustrated below, you can 
expect additional savings resulting from the actual type and 
wattage of bulbs being replaced with TL Energy LED lighting. 
Add extended usage that may be subject to peak electricity 
rates into the equation, and the savings increase further. And 
since TL Energy LED lighting products including T8s, parking 
and floodlights, Hi Bays and streetlights can last more than 10 
years, maintenance savings related to lighting can be reduced 
by as much as 5 times by eliminating the need to replace burnt 
out conventional lighting products.

The following chart depicts one of the many different types of Trans-Lux Energy LED lighting solutions savings that you can anticipate. 
This example shows the estimated cost savings retrofitting T8 fluorescent to T8 LED lighting.


